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Abstract
According to sensorimotor theory perceiving is a bodily skill involving exercise of an
implicit know-how of the systematic ways that sensations change as a result of potential
movements, that is, of sensorimotor contingencies. The theory has been most successfully applied to vision and touch, while perceptual modalities that rely less on overt
exploration of the environment have not received as much attention. In addition, most
research has focused on philosophically grounding the theory and on psychologically
elucidating sensorimotor laws, but the theory’s ramifications for neuroscience still
remain underexamined. Here we sketch the beginnings of a research program that
could address these two outstanding challenges in terms of auditory perception. We
review the neuroscience literature on passive listening, which is defined as listening
without overt bodily movement, and conclude that sensorimotor theory provides a
unique perspective on the consistent finding of motor system activation. In contrast to
competing theories, this activation is predicted to be involved not only in the perception
of speech- and action-related sounds, but in auditory perception in general. More
specifically, we propose that the auditory processing associated with supplementary
motor areas forms part of the neural basis of the exercise of sensorimotor know-how:
these areas’ recognized role in (1) facilitating spontaneous motor responses to sound
and (2) supporting flexible engagement of sensorimotor processes to guide auditory
experience and enable auditory imagery, can be understood in terms of two key
characteristics of sensorimotor interaction, its (1) “alerting capacity” (or “grabbiness”)
and (2) “corporality” (or “bodiliness”), respectively. We also highlight that there is
more to the inside of the body than the brain: there is an opportunity to develop
sensorimotor theory into new directions in terms of the still poorly understood active
processes of the peripheral auditory system.
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1 Introduction
Action-dependent characteristics of neural activity related to auditory perception have
gained increasing attention in the last couple of decades. Neurophysiological and
neuroimaging research has shown that brain areas classically thought to be involved
only in action production can also be recruited in auditory perception of actions,
especially of speech, music, and tool-use, but also more generally of environmental
sounds (e.g. D’Ausilio et al. 2014; Fadiga et al. 2002; Meister et al. 2003; Pulvermüller
et al. 2006; Watkins et al. 2003). The involvement of these brain areas cannot simply be
explained in terms of the perceiver’s movements: auditory perception is associated with
activation of the brain’s motor areas even during passive listening, that is, even while
the listener does not engage in overt movements (Lima et al. 2016).
This motor system activation is rather unexpected from the perspective of a traditional theory of perception, which treats perceiving as an essentially passive process of
sensory information processing in the service of building detailed internal mental
representations of the external environment. Instead, this evidence lends itself to an
interpretation in terms of a sensorimotor theory of perception. As an illustrative
example, consider these findings of a study of speech perception:
In sum, this study confirms the central role of bilateral superior temporal regions
in speech perception, since only in these areas did signal change correlate with
the producibility of novel phonemes. However, there is also evidence for the
involvement of motor areas in speech perception, as speech motor areas were
activated by passive speech perception, distinguished between native and nonnative phonemes, and were functionally connected with superior temporal cortex.
Taken together, these findings constitute evidence for the sensorimotor nature of
speech perception. (Wilson and Iacoboni 2006: 323)
However, this tantalizing potential connection between evidence of motor system
activation and sensorimotor theory is still in need of further development, both because
the sensorimotor theory of auditory perception requires clarification and because its
neuroscientific predictions must also still be made more explicit. Moreover, there are
other theories of auditory perception that can also account for this motor system
activation, and yet they do not agree on what, if any, function this activation has in
perception. For instance, the classical dual stream model can interpret motor system
activation as a largely nonfunctional result of neural associations formed by experiencing repeated action-perception co-occurrences. On the other hand, the broad evidence
for motor activation suggests that these regions need to be conceptualized as part of the
functional neuroanatomy of auditory processing (Lima et al. 2016). For example, a
recent dual stream model proposes that it serves the function of an internal forward
model that predicts upcoming sensory events (Bornkessel-Schlesewsky et al. 2015),
while the motor theory of speech perception and motor resonance theory more broadly
propose a role for motor simulation of the other’s acoustic gestures, specifically in
perceiving speech- and action-related sounds, respectively (Galantucci et al. 2006).
However, these other theories’ frequent appeals to mental content-carrying
functions of this motor activity sits uneasily with sensorimotor theory’s preference
for accounting of perception in terms of direct access to the environment (Beaton
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2016). In contrast, the sensorimotor theory claims that perceiving is a bodily skill
involving exercise of know-how of the systematic ways that sensory inputs are
disposed to change as a result of potential movements, and this bodily skill is best
conceived of in non-representational terms (Silverman 2018), and as bringing
sensory neural activity under the influence of potential interactions with the environment (Degenaar and O'Regan 2015). We therefore propose that the notion of
exercising sensorimotor know-how predicts a necessary functional role of motor
activation in all forms of auditory perception, including in passive listening to
sounds that are both novel and not directly controllable by others’ gestures. If this
were to be empirically confirmed it would at the same time pose challenges to
theories based on neural association and simulation, respectively.
In the following section we first review the sensorimotor theory of perception in
more detail and then consider the applicability of its core commitments to the auditory
modality. We then compare and contrast three kinds of theories of auditory perception,
the dual stream model, motor resonance theory, and sensorimotor theory, especially
with respect to the divergent predictions they make regarding possible functions of
motor system activation. This is followed by an evaluation of the current evidence of
motor system activation during passive listening, and we conclude with a discussion of
how these theories’ divergent predictions fare with respect to this evidence.

2 Sensorimotor theory of perceptual experience
The enactive approach to perception, and to cognitive science more broadly, was
launched nearly three decades ago with the claim that “perception consists in perceptually guided action” leading to an overall concern “to determine the common principles or lawful linkages between sensory and motor systems” (Varela et al. 1991: 173).
This overall concern was a key inspiration for a distinctive philosophical and scientific
research program that has been principally developed by O’Regan and colleagues (e.g.
Noë 2004; O'Regan and Noë 2001; O’Regan 2011), and which has come to be known
as sensorimotor enactivism (Ward et al. 2017) or as sensorimotor theory (Bishop and
Martin 2014).
Sensorimotor theory and the enactive approach both reject mainstream theories of
perception, which claim that perceiving is essentially about generating internal mental
representations of the external world. This rejection of internal representation leads to
two broad possibilities: on the one hand, the basis of perception remains internal to the
brain, but the process is instead conceived of in constructivist rather than representational terms; or, on the other hand, the basis of perception extends beyond the brain and
into the sensorimotor interactions, and accordingly the process can provide direct
access to the external world (Vörös et al. 2016). Sensorimotor theory favors the latter
possibility and can thus be distinguished from some earlier formulations of the enactive
approach to perception, whose constructivist sympathies can be criticized for leading to
a lingering neuro-centric internalism about the constitutive basis of experience (Beaton
2013; Pascal and O'Regan 2008). However, most recent formulations of enactivism
explicitly defend the claim that the basis of the experience is not just in the head (Di
Paolo et al. 2017; Fuchs 2018; Hutto and Myin 2013), and so this particular difference
no longer applies.
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A genuine difference that remains concerns the question whether perceptual skills
require a form of agency grounded in biological embodiment: while the enactive
approach emphasizes the strong continuity between life and mind (Di Paolo et al.
2017; Kirchhoff and Froese 2017; Noë 2009; Thompson 2007), and therefore is
skeptical about the possibility that robotic agents have perceptual experience (Froese
and Ziemke 2009), sensorimotor theory is more open to this possibility (Degenaar and
O'Regan 2017). This difference, however, is not directly relevant to the sections that
follow, and we assume that what we have to say about sensorimotor theory applies to
all of these variants of enactivism.
Famously, sensorimotor theory is not only concerned with providing an account
of perception; it also has set itself the much more challenging task of explaining
sensory consciousness:
We suggested that “feel” should be construed, not as a brain activity, but as a skill
that the organism exercises. The skill we refer to involved having mastery of what
we called the sensorimotor contingencies – that is, the laws of co-variation
between actions of the organism and resulting changes in sensory input.
(O’Regan et al. 2005: 384)
For newcomers sensorimotor theory is typically motivated in an intuitive manner by
highlighting that perceiving the material properties of sponge requires actively
manipulating the sponge with one’s hand, a process which extends in time
(Silverman 2013). And yet this example involving overt movement can lead to
confusion if it is taken too literally (Aizawa 2019), and must therefore be immediately followed by the caveat that such overt movement is normally not necessary for
the constitution of perceptual experience (Myin 2016). For instance, as long as the
perceiver has a history in handling sponges or similar objects, it is sufficient for her
to passively hold the sponge to have a perceptual experience of its material
properties. In other words, perceptual experience is claimed to be constituted by
the bodily skill of knowing how tactile sensations would change as a result of
potential overt hand movements, and so it does not require actual change, although
effecting actual change by self-movement has the effect of improving the veracity
of perceptual experience by confirming the anticipated sensorimotor regularities.
Indeed, if perceptual experience is constituted by potential exploratory movements it
may turn out to be misleading, which has been amply demonstrated in the case of the
visual modality in terms of change blindness and inattentional blindness. These
experimental paradigms have revealed that we can fail to see prominent changes in
the world even though we have the experience of seeing a richly detailed world
(Chabris and Simons 2010; O’Regan et al. 1999). Sensorimotor theory holds that
implicit know-how constitutes this experienced richness in terms of the perceptual
accessibility of the currently non-accessed detail. The same argument also applies to the
perceptual presence of objects within the world (Noë 2002): I perceive a tomato as a
complete three-dimensional object, rather than as just a façade without a back, even
though I currently only have visual access to its front. My experience of the visually
absent sides of the tomato as being implicitly co-present with the visually present front
is constituted by my sensorimotor know-how of how the presently occluded sides
would systematically become visually present were I to move around the tomato or to
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turn the tomato around. The phenomenology of perceptual richness and perceptual
presence both provide powerful reasons for thinking that perceptual experience is
constituted by bodily skills (Silverman 2018).
Sensorimotor theory is particularly compelling for the visual and tactile modalities,
both of which are inherently exploratory because they are characterized by narrow
receptor organs (e.g. the retina and fingers tips) and subject to occlusion (e.g. I see or
feel the whole sponge even if I cannot directly sense all of the sides simultaneously).
These anatomical and structural limitations arguably play a fundamental role in accounting for the fact that potential bodily movement is essential for vision and touch.1
However, more work needs to be done to show that these arguments in favor or
sensorimotor theory generalize to other perceptual modalities (Lyon 2014), especially
if they are not as constrained in this same manner, like olfaction (e.g. Cooke and Myin
2011) and auditory perception (e.g. Aytekin et al. 2008). Here we focus on developing
sensorimotor theory with respect to the auditory modality.
2.1 Toward a sensorimotor theory of auditory experience
Generalizing sensorimotor theory from vision and touch to audition implies that
auditory perceiving should be understood as a bodily skill, specifically as involving
mastery of the corresponding sensorimotor contingencies, that is, of the laws of covariation between movements of the perceiver and resulting changes in auditory
sensations. O’Regan et al. (2005) analyzed this co-variation in terms of its “corporality”
and “alerting capacity”, which are properties that correspond to the perceiver’s specific
exploratory relations with the environment. They help to account for the fact that
perceptual experiences have a special phenomenal quality that is not shared by other
mental phenomena, and which is specific to the different perceptual modalities, including the auditory modality.
Here are some examples of the corporality of auditory sensorimotor contingencies:
“They are affected in special ways by head movements: rotations of the head
generally change the temporal asynchrony between left and right ears. Movement
of the head in the direction of the sound source mainly affects the amplitude but
not the frequency of the sensory input.” (O'Regan and Noë 2001: 941)
“turning your head immediately affects the phase and amplitude difference
between signals coming into the two ears; approaching a sound source increases
the amplitude” (O’Regan et al. 2005: 374)
“sound gets louder as you move toward its source but stays constant in volume
when you travel at a fixed distance around it” (Di Paolo et al. 2017: 18)

1

In the case of vision this potential access can be interpreted as a saccade followed by fixation on the relevant
visual detail. However, this is not the full story as change blindness can also occur when the eye is directly
fixating the change at the moment it occurs, suggesting that “you do not always see where we look” (O’Regan
et al. 2000: 201). In other words, it is important to keep in mind that accessing detail with the eyes is not
sufficient in itself for visual awareness, which additionally requires attention.
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“There are constancy effects as well in the domain of hearing. The siren sounds
louder as we approach it, even though we can also tell, by hearing, that it hasn’t
actually gotten louder. We hear it as louder thanks to the change in our relationship to it. Likewise, you can perceive that the person near you and the person over
there are talking at about the same volume, even though the person nearer
prevents you from hearing the one over there (the sound drowns out the other,
which is auditory occlusion). How things sound varies as one moves in relation to
sound sources. The pattern of change as one moves make the world available to
perception.” (Noë 2004: 161)
And here are some examples related to the alerting capacity of sounds:
“In the auditory system there are head-orienting reflexes which cause you to turn
to sudden noises” (O’Regan et al. 2005: 375).
“A sharp sound makes us turn in the direction from which the sound emanates.
[…] A person speaks to us, we turn to him or her. In this sort of way, and in
countless ways like this, sensory impressions are immediately coupled with
spontaneous movement.” (Noë 2004: 6)
“We continuously adjust our head in order to better take in noises belonging to
one happening or another, and the fact that we do so shows that we are implicitly
familiar with the way changes in our relation to events alters our sensory
stimulation.” (Noë 2004: 160)
The corporality and alerting capacity of auditory experience strongly predict that
potential bodily movements play a functional role in auditory processing even during
passive listening tasks, specifically in aiding the perceiver to make sense of sound events
and to potentially respond to them, respectively. We can already note that this prediction
is at least broadly consistent with the current neuroscience literature, which is converging on the hypothesis that consistent activation of supplementary motor areas during
passive listening might have two distinct functions, namely to “guide perception” and to
“facilitate behavioural responses to sounds” (Lima et al. 2016: 527). However, sensorimotor theory goes further by claiming that implicit know-how of how sounds are
disposed to change in terms of potential bodily movements not only guides perception,
but is necessary for it because it actually constitutes perceptual experience. For the visual
modality this stronger, constitutive claim is typically motivated by using it to provide
accounts of perceptual richness and perceptual presence, so it is important to consider
whether these accounts can be generalized to the auditory modality.
2.2 Toward a sensorimotor theory of auditory richness
We certainly have the perceptual experience of being situated in a meaningful soundscape that is richly detailed, and consisting of a variety of sound source categories
(Brefczynski-Lewis and Lewis 2017). Anatomically, ears have access to a much
broader range of stimuli compared to the narrow field of vision: sound waves come
in parallel from all spatial directions around the perceiver, and they can originate from
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multiple overlapping sources. Accordingly, a lot of the phenomenology of auditory
richness might actually be directly constituted by the rich acoustic details that are
simultaneously present to the ears, rather than by the perceiver’s sensorimotor knowhow of how to practically access currently non-present acoustic details. Determining
how much auditory richness is constituted by acoustic stimuli compared to bodily skill
in accessing it is difficult if not impossible to do in a priori manner and calls for
auditory equivalents of the change blindness and inattentional blindness experimental
paradigms. Although some have doubted that these paradigms can be generalized to the
auditory modality (Isel 2001), current evidence suggests that it is indeed meaningful to
talk about change deafness and inattentional deafness.
To some extent inattentional deafness was already demonstrated by early dichotic
listening studies (Moray 1959), which have paradoxically become famous for the socalled cocktail party effect: we can reorient our attention when hearing our name
mentioned in an otherwise unattended auditory stream. However, actually this reorientation happens in only about a third of participants (Wood and Cowan 1995), thus
demonstrating that the majority of participants suffers from inattentional deafness even
to meaningful stimuli such as their names. More recently, this inattentional deafness has
been rediscovered and further substantiated: when asked to attend to conversations in a
recording, participants routinely missed a character repeating the phrase “I’m a gorilla”,
thus replicating the famous unseen gorilla experiment in the auditory modality (Dalton
and Fraenkel 2012). Other work has shown that inattentional deafness can also be
induced by increased attentional load in the visual domain (Mcdonald and Lavie 2011;
Raveh and Lavie 2015), and that inattentional blindness and inattentional deafness can
co-occur even for noxious acoustic stimuli (Wayland et al. 2005).
However, in contrast to inattentional blindness, which is facilitated by the impossibility of the eyes fixating on a whole visual scene all at once, inattentional deafness
does not involve an anatomical limitation of the ears. Both the attended and unattended
acoustic stimuli are always directly present to the ears. Instead the failure of auditory
perception during inattentional deafness, at least when induced by conditions of high
visual load, has been associated with reduced sensory processing of auditory stimuli
(Molloy et al. 2015). This difference has implications for how to think about the role of
bodily movement in audition: whereas normal visual perceiving seems to require overt
eye movements (cf. Aizawa 2019), or at least bodily movements with saccadic
character (Gilchrist et al. 1997), normal auditory perceiving does not require overt
movement at all, as is easily confirmed by the fully immersive experience afforded by
using headphones to listen to a performance of your favorite band while lying still with
your weight supported by your bed.
However, it seems reasonable to assume that a perceiver’s capacity for movement
still remains necessary for the development of normal auditory perception in the first
place, for instance in terms of acquiring the skill of perceiving the spatial location of
sounds in terms of the sensory consequences of overt movements (Aytekin et al. 2008).
And this implies that we can account for the auditory experience of a soundscape
characterized by a richly detailed spatiality as constituted by an implicit know-how of
how acoustic stimuli in both ears would change with respect to potential bodily
movements. Moreover, this constitutive role is presupposed by the cocktail party effect
and other demonstrations of inattentional deafness that include an experienced spatial
distance to the unattended auditory source.
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There is also evidence for something akin to change blindness in the auditory
modality, as revealed by a phenomenon known as the auditory continuity illusion
(Riecke et al. 2008). While in change blindness the visual differences between two
alternating images are not seen when the switch coincides with visual “mudsplashes”
(O’Regan et al. 1999), in this phenomenon a sound that is normally audibly interrupted
by a silent gap may be perceived as continuous when that gap is filled with another
sound, such as noise. This experienced continuity has been associated with activity in
the primary auditory cortex, which has been interpreted as showing that primary
auditory areas play a role in representation of an auditory scene (Riecke et al. 2007).
However, other evidence suggests that this experienced stimulus continuity is not
based on a mechanism that concretely fills in the missing acoustic stimuli (auditory
induction), and that it rather consists in a merely apparent completeness (Repp 1992).
The enactive approach to perception also questions appeals to filling-in mechanisms
because it holds that the primary task of perceiving is to guide the agent’s interaction
with the world, not to produce internal representations (Pessoa et al. 1998). As was
mentioned previously, it therefore proposes that the visual experience of a richly
detailed world is constituted by mastery of sensorimotor contingencies, providing
rapid potential access to the absent sensory details (Noë 2002). What potential
movement-based access could refer to in the auditory domain is less clear, but it could
be interpreted as a reorientation of attention, which is facilitated by potential head
movements that serve to disambiguate the two interfering sounds in terms of their
spatial locations. We would therefore expect motor system activation to be associated
with the experienced presence of the sound during physical stimulus absence. That this
tentative proposal is on the right track is suggested by an fMRI study of the auditory
continuity illusion based on perception of artificially degraded words, which found
that a network including the pre-Supplementary Motor Area (pre-SMA) “showed
greater activity when less sensory information is available” (Shahin et al. 2009:
1139). We will later argue that the SMAs are involved in the exercise of mastery of
auditory sensorimotor contingencies.
2.3 Toward a sensorimotor theory of auditory presence
The discussion of the auditory continuity illusion naturally leads to a consideration of
the auditory equivalent of perceptual presence. It has long been known that we
sometimes hear speech and sounds that are not currently present to the ears
(Dannenbring 1976; Warren et al. 1972), which has been explained by the need to
maintain stable auditory perception in our frequently noisy environment. In other
words, just like vision presents us with integrated objects even though they are
necessarily visually occluded by themselves (e.g. by the tomato’s front side) and
possibly also by other objects (e.g. another tomato partially placed in front of it),
audition also presents us with integrated objects (e.g. hearing a word) even though the
sequence of sounds is not all co-present at once and even though parts of the sequence
can be acoustically occluded by other sounds (e.g. noise).
Importantly, both visual objects and acoustic objects are only partially accessible by
sensory organs at each moment in time. As Husserl (1966) famously observed, we
implicitly experience a familiar melody in its entirety even if only a short fragment of it
is currently acoustically perceived. To be fair, a dynamically unfolding melody is not
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directly comparable to a static apple, because the melody does not seem to require
bodily movement for further aspects to be made present (in this respect it is perhaps
more like seeing an apple on an automatically rotating table that automatically reveals
its different sides). Yet we can assume that in both auditory and visual experience the
capacity for perceptual integration and localization first required learning how sensations are disposed to change in terms of bodily movements, and that this bodily knowhow is constitutive of experiencing objects as presenting more aspects than are directly
given. This is not to say that perceptual learning is necessary for a subject to be
sensitive to auditory stimulation as such, but it is necessary for developing that
sensitivity into a modality serving meaningful auditory perception.
Moreover, as the speech versions of the auditory continuity illusion reveal, auditory
presence can be about more than just temporal continuity. As Heidegger ([1927] 1996:
153) observed, we normally experience hearing meaningful objects in the world, rather
than mere acoustic stimuli. For example, I hear a car hiss by my window; I normally do
not hear a meaningless hiss that I then infer to be made by a car moving outside.
According to sensorimotor theory, the location of the stimuli is constituted by the
subject’s auditory sensorimotor know-how (Aytekin et al. 2008). For example, I hear
the car as present outside of my window because I implicitly know how the acoustic
intensity in my ears would systematically change if I were to move to move my head
with respect to the window. It is also quite likely that additional phenomenological
richness is constituted by cross-modal sensorimotor know-how: if I were to move my
head to look out the window in response to hearing the hiss, I would see a car speeding
down the road. We will return to a consideration of multimodal perception in subsequent sections.
2.4 Key predictions of the sensorimotor theory of auditory experience
We have argued that the key tenets of sensorimotor theory can be generalized, with
minor adjustments, from the visual and tactile modalities to the auditory modality. The
specific auditory “feel”, richness, and presence of auditory experience is constituted by
mastery of distinct audio-motor contingencies, which are characterized by audio-motor
versions of “corporality” and an “alerting capacity”. We predict that this mastery has to
be acquired during ontogenetic development on the basis of overt movement, but that
expert perceivers no longer have to engage in overt movement in order to exercise their
mastery. Nevertheless, we note that overt movement continues to confer small advantages even to experts, for example as demonstrated experimentally in the case of
auditory localization (Perrett and Noble 1997; Rosenblum et al. 2000).
Exercise of the mastery of sensorimotor contingencies is a skill of an embodied
subject acting in the world (Hurley and Noë 2003), and this organism-environment
interaction process will also be crucially mediated by the nervous system (Fuchs 2018).
Accordingly, we propose that from the perspective of sensorimotor theory it is expected
that auditory perception activates the motor system of the brain. More specifically,
motor system activation is predicted to play an essential mediating role in the perceiver’s auditory experience, enabling the perceiver to exercise their bodily skill of
knowing how auditory sensations are disposed to change as a result of potential
movements. This prediction applies to all categories of sound stimuli. In addition,
given that this bodily skill can then be cultivated by explicit auditory training,
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especially in the context of rhythms and music, it is also expected that expertise in
auditory perception is correlated with comparatively greater motor system activation.
This is because expertise allows the perceiver to engage auditory events with a more
diverse and at the same time more finely controlled set of potential movements. Finally,
given that each perceptual modality has its own characteristic corporality, we should
expect that motor system activation depends on the number of modalities involved. In
other words, simultaneously exercising sensorimotor know-how of other perceptual
modalities, in addition to audition, should lead to comparatively stronger motor system
activation. We will now contrast these predictions with those of competing theories and
then develop them in more detail.

3 Key predictions of competing theories of auditory perception
Sensorimotor theory is not the only theory of auditory perception that can account for
motor system activation during motionless auditory perceiving. However, these other
theories make divergent predictions regarding the function and scope of this activation.
3.1 Dual-stream model
An early formulation of the dual-stream model is Wernicke’s proposal that dual
processing streams are involved in speech perception. Following this dual-stream
perspective, Rauschecker (1998) proposed the ‘what–where’ model: the ventral stream
allows for auditory object recognition and the mapping of sound to meaning (the
‘what’), while the dorsal stream enables sensorimotor mapping of the spatial nature
of sound to motor and articulatory networks (the ‘where’). Later Hickok and Poeppel
(2007) developed an alternative dual-stream model of speech processing that maintains
two separated “streams”: one more closely related to speech perception and the other to
speech production. The difference between these models may not be great;
Rauschecker and Scott (2009) argued that the ‘what/where’ and ‘perception/action’
theories differ mainly in emphasis. Importantly, however, although Hickok and Poeppel
acknowledge that the action stream indicates “a very tight connection between processes involved in speech perception and speech production,” they also propose that “it
does not appear to be a critical component of the speech perception process under
normal (ecologically natural) listening conditions” (Hickok and Poeppel 2004: 67).
One way of interpreting the possible auditory function of areas normally associated
with speech production is in terms of internal forward model structures, or “emulators”
as they are known in motor control theory (Grush 2004). They involve the production
of efference copies of motor commands to provide expectations of the sensory feedback
and thereby enhance sensory processing (Wolpert et al. 1998). For instance, in the
‘what-where’ model the functions of the postero-dorsal pathway can be subsumed
under a forward model: an efference copy sent from prefrontal and premotor cortices
provides the basis for “optimal state estimation” in the inferior parietal lobe and in
sensory areas of the posterior auditory cortex (Rauschecker 2018). In this way the
motor system can be said to be involved in the prediction of sensory events, such as
would be caused by the perceiver playing the next tone in a melody (Stephan et al.
2018). The purpose of such an internal forward model could also be to predict the next
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action of the person that generated the sound (Gordon et al. 2018b). Nevertheless, this
motor influence on perception via sensory prediction seems to be limited; for example,
some evidence shows that this influence is modulatory but not necessary for speech
perception (Hickok et al. 2011).
Despite its popularity, the dual-stream model has not been without criticism (Skipper
et al. 2017). One concern has been the oversimplification of the architecture of the brain
as a hierarchically organized structure with a “top” level formed by associative cortices
(areas with increasingly complex response properties), and “low” levels formed by
sensory and motor cortices. This architecture involves a division of labor between
speech perception and production, involving two cortical streams of neural activity
from auditory cortex to prefrontal regions (Bornkessel-Schlesewsky et al. 2015). While
these streams are anatomically connected with pre-SMA and SMA, the role of these
motor areas in the dual-stream model are still not well understood (Lima et al. 2016).
It is clear that the dual-stream model does not assign an essential function to motor
system activation during auditory perception. Some versions of the dual-stream model
accept that motor system activation can also play a functional role in audition, but this
function is limited to a modulatory role based on implementing forward models that
generate sensory predictions. Importantly, the scope of this predictive function is
limited to the perception of auditory experiences that can be generated by bodily
movements of self and others, especially speech, vocalizations, rhythms, music, and
action-dependent sounds.
3.2 Motor resonance theory
Motor resonance is associated with the activation of the “mirror neuron” system, which
is based on a specific class of neurons that discharge both during action production and
during action perception that were first described in the monkey’s brain (Rizzolatti et al.
1996). Motor resonance theory proposes that during the perception of actions performed by others, the patterns of motor system activity underlying the perceived action
are mapped onto the perceiver’s own motor system, resulting in congruent neural
activity that serves as a motor representation of the other’s action goal (Rizzolatti
et al. 2001; Rizzolatti and Sinigaglia 2016). This principle of congruence is at the core
of classical formulations of motor resonance theory: “A critical feature of the mirror
system is the selective mapping of specific heard or seen actions onto the motor
program for executing the same actions” (Gazzola et al. 2006: 1826).
The principle of congruence leads to the specific prediction that the functionality of
the perceiver’s motor system activation is at least partially determined by its similarity
to what would occur if the observer himself were executing, planning, or even just
imagining the perceived action. This fundamental mechanism involved in perception of
action goals can be succinctly stated as follows: “individuals recognize actions made by
others because the neural pattern elicited in their premotor areas during action observation is similar to that internally generated to produce that action” (Rizzolatti and
Arbib 1998: 190). Many studies have confirmed that there is indeed a similarity in
activation patterns. For example, an fMRI study of passive listening to sounds produced by hand- and mouth-related actions found a somatotopic pattern of activation in
the left premotor cortex (Gazzola et al. 2006). An EEG study of passive listening to
sounds of finger- and tongue-related actions found that these sounds evoked greater
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activity in motor areas normally related with finger and tongue movement compared to
control stimuli with similar physical features but without clear action associations
(Hauk et al. 2006). Similarly, a study of a 12-year-old child undergoing intracranial
monitoring found that the functionally defined hand area of the motor cortex exhibited
activity changes selective for natural finger-clicks compared with control sounds
(Lepage et al. 2010).
Emphasis on the principle of congruence makes motor resonance theory a close ally of
the simulation theory of social cognition (Gallese and Goldman 1998). However, in
many cases the motor system activation in the perceiver and the perceived is far from
being highly similar, and so some mirror neuron researchers prefer to interpret its function
in terms of neural reuse rather than as a direct mapping based on resemblance (Gallese
and Sinigaglia 2018). Accordingly, motor resonance theory is not limited to predicting a
strictly somatotopic organization of motor activation. Another possibility is to interpret
the function of this activation not as a direct mapping of action goals, but rather in terms
of the inference of intentions within a predictive coding framework (Kilner et al. 2007).
Yet another source of debate in the literature is the flexibility of the mapping: possibilities
range from genetically fixed correspondences to flexible associations based on lifetime
learning (Cook et al. 2014). Nevertheless, most researchers agree that familiarity and
expertise are important for the mirror neuron mechanism, because motor resonance
requires that the observed action is within the perceiver’s motor repertoire.
While most work on mirror neurons has focused on the visual modality, there has also
been considerable research on the perception of actions by perceiving the sounds they
produce. For example, a single-cell recording study reported a discharge of audiovisual
mirror neurons located in the monkey F5c premotor area when the animal performed the
action of ripping a piece of paper causing the appropriate sound, and also when it only
perceived the same action-related sound (Keysers et al. 2003; Kohler et al. 2002).
Evidence supporting an auditory mirror neuron system has also been found in humans
(Pizzamiglio et al. 2005), including for speech perception (Fadiga et al. 2002). In this way
motor resonance theory updates and extends the motor theory of speech perception
(Galantucci et al. 2006; Rizzolatti and Arbib 1998), which was originally proposed by
Liberman (Liberman et al. 1967; Liberman and Mattingly 1985). Motor resonance theory
generalizes motor system involvement in auditory perception from speech to the whole
range of action-related sounds, and frees the motor resonance mechanism from Broca’s
area and elevates it to a general brain principle (Rizzolatti and Sinigaglia 2016).2
We can derive several predictions from motor resonance theory’s claim that the
function of the activation of the motor system during action perception is to instantiate
motor representations used for understanding the other’s movements. First, it is therefore expected that impairment of the motor system is associated with impairment of
action understanding, and moreover that this impairment is specific to the actions
normally realized by the impaired areas. Second, it is also expected that motor system
activation should function independently of the perceiver’s modality, given that it is
supposed to represent the other’s action no matter how it is perceived. Third, given that
2

In this more general formulation, motor resonance theory has substantial overlap with other important
theories in addition to the motor theory of speech perception, such as grounded cognition (Barsalou 2008),
common coding theory and ideomotor theory (Hommel et al. 2001), as well as motor imagery (Decety et al.
1994) and emulation theory (Grush 2004).
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this function is specifically tied to action understanding, motor system activation should
only be found during perception of action-related sounds that are within the perceiver’s
motor repertoire.

4 Evidence of motor system involvement in passive listening
In this section we evaluate the evidence of motor system involvement in auditory
perception. After first introducing the passive listening experimental paradigm, we
focus on three key topics that will help us to assess the predictions made by the dual
stream model, motor resonance theory, and sensorimotor theory.
4.1 Passive listening tasks
The most striking evidence for motor system involvement in auditory perception comes
from passive listening tasks. Passive listening tasks refer to listening to sounds without
overt bodily movement (motionless listening).3 A typical passive listening task involves presentation of auditory stimuli simultaneously to both ears via headphones and
participants are instructed to listen passively to the acoustic stimuli, which includes
explicit instructions to lie as still as possible with the eyes closed, and to strictly refrain
from any movement, including finger lifting, and from any silent or overt vocalization,
including counting (Steinbrink et al. 2009). Sometimes passive listening tasks can
involve demobilization of the body, for example by fixing the head in position.
Nevertheless, in many cases eye movements, such as saccades, and head and hand
micro-movements are difficult to control. There are experimental protocols where
blinking is addressed (Mathias et al. 2015), and motion tracking can be used to control
for finger movements (Lahav et al. 2007). Nevertheless, readers should be aware that
not all studies we cite below apply such strict movement controls.
The activation of motor areas during auditory processing is by now well established
(Lima et al. 2016), with most research focusing on perception of speech (Fowler and
Xie 2016; Galantucci et al. 2006; Schomers and Pulvermüller 2016), of music and
rhythms (Gordon et al. 2018a; Koelsch 2011; Ross et al. 2016), and of action-related
sounds (Aglioti and Pazzaglia 2010, 2011). Given that each of these areas already
counts with extensive reviews of the literature, we will not attempt another exhaustive
review of the relevant literature here. Instead, we take a closer look at studies that speak
to the functional role of motor system activation, its relationship to expertise, and its
scope with respect to action-related and non-action-related sounds.
4.2 The function of motor system activation
So far there is no consensus position on what, if any, role is played by motor system
activation during motionless listening (Lima et al. 2016). Indeed, despite the long
tradition of research of motor resonance theory, it is still possible that much of this
3

Note that this passive listening paradigm not only differs from the active listening paradigm, which is based
on tasks requiring a motor response, but also from passive listening in the context of auditory selective
attention task, in which passive listening is contrasted with “active” or “attentive” listening (Toro et al. 2005).
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activation is an epiphenomenon, and that the “triggering of mirror neurons by action
sounds represents a learned association that could, in principle, be established between an
arbitrary sound and an arbitrary motor representation” (Caramazza et al. 2014: 10).
Nevertheless, there are several lines of evidence that suggest that this activation does
play a critical role in auditory experience. The strongest evidence comes from lesion
studies, which found category-specific impairments in patients’ understanding of visually
perceived words (Dreyer et al. 2015) and of action-related sounds (Pazzaglia et al. 2008).
In addition, psychological studies found evidence that passive listening to a newly
learned musical piece can enhance motor performance in the absence of physical
practice (Lahav et al. 2005; Lahav et al. 2013), which suggests that the motor system
activation typically associated with passive listening can indeed play a motor function
under some circumstances. Further evidence comes from a study of performance on
auditory memory, which found that musicians were more accurate at recognizing pitch
alterations if they had previously performed rather than merely listened to the piece,
and this was associated with greater current density in premotor and supplementary
motor regions (Mathias et al. 2015), which suggests that the motor system activation
plays a role in auditory discrimination. A motor-excitability study of passive listening
to music found increased motor excitability for rehearsed compared to non-rehearsed
pieces, led the authors to speculate that different amounts of motor activity involvement
corresponds to qualitatively different states of consciousness (D’Ausilio et al. 2006). A
review of motor system involvement in beat perception concluded that there is still a
scarcity of research into its causal role, but that the weight of the existing studies is
considerable due to the strengths of the causal designs (Ross et al. 2016).
In the context of speech perception, a TMS-study found evidence that perturbing the
motor cortex had effects on speech sound discrimination, thus supporting the idea that
motor structures provide a specific functional contribution to the perception of speech
sounds (D’Ausilio et al. 2009). Consistent with this finding, a fMRI-study demonstrated that older adults show higher activation of frontal speech motor areas during a
syllable identification task compared to young adults, and this increased activity
correlates with improved speech discrimination in the older adults (Du et al. 2016).
A review of passive speech perception tasks and TMS studies concluded that
frontoparietal cortices, including ventral motor and somatosensory areas, are involved
during speech perception and exert a causal influence on language understanding
(Schomers and Pulvermüller 2016).
Taken together, the evidence converges on the side of a causal function of motor
system activation for auditory perception, rather than it being merely spurious coactivation. However, given that brain areas can be recruited for different functions in
different contexts, we may wonder if this causal function is related to the motor
function normally performed by these brain areas during action execution, or whether
they play another kind of function during perception. The most compelling evidence
that the motor system activation is functional, and that this function is specifically
motoric, comes from speech perception. For instance, a TMS study has demonstrated
that there is a phoneme-specific increase of motor-evoked potentials related to the
listener’s tongue muscles when the presented words strongly involve, when pronounced, tongue movements (Fadiga et al. 2002). This motor effect is not limited to
speech articulation. A TMS study that recorded motor-evoked potentials from hand and
foot muscles found that these were specifically modulated by listening to hand- and
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foot-action-related sentences, respectively (Buccino et al. 2005). More generally, by
now it is well established that passive listening to action-related-sounds tends to
modulate muscle activity in the relevant body parts (Aglioti and Pazzaglia 2010), a
phenomenon known as “muscle specificity” (Gordon et al. 2018b). Moreover, this
motor effect seems to play a causal function in perception. A TMS study employing
ultrasound tissue Doppler imaging revealed that phoneme-specific tongue kinematic
synergies were more evident in participants showing good performances in discriminating speech in noise (D’Ausilio et al. 2014), and it was found that disrupting the
associated areas in primary motor cortex with repetitive TMS impairs categorical
perception of artificial phonetic stimuli (Möttönen and Watkins 2009).
In sum, there are an increasing number of studies that demonstrate an essential
function of motor system activation for auditory perception. This evidence goes against
the dual-stream model, which only expects a modulatory role, and supports motor
resonance theory and sensorimotor theory. So far research has focused on sound
categories related to human action, and so it is difficult to arbitrate between these
two latter theories. Future work could specifically investigate whether motor system
activation is also necessary for the adequate functioning of auditory perception in the
case of understanding non-action-related environmental sounds. Moreover, if sensorimotor theory is on the right track, we should expect that there are disruptions of the
motor system that specifically impair the sensorimotor contingencies that constitute the
“feel” of auditory experiences such they are no longer fully experienced as auditory.
These interventions could be a target for future research.
4.3 The role of expertise in motor system activation
Most of the evidence for a role of expertise in motor system activation comes from
studies of passive listening to music and rhythms. For example, an EEG study found
evidence suggesting that there is increased motor system activity during passive
listening to music that one can play and to music with similar sequences (Schalles
and Pineda 2015). Similarly, motor excitability has been found to be increased for
rehearsed compared to non-rehearsed musical pieces (D’Ausilio et al. 2006). An fMRI
study comparing professional musicians with non-musicians in a task involving passive
listening to short piano melodies revealed that the former showed increased activation
in a distributed cortical network that also included supplementary motor and premotor
areas (Bangert et al. 2006). Another fMRI study of non-musicians engaging in passive
listening of music consistently found activation of premotor areas, especially when
participants had been trained to play the music by ear (Lahav et al. 2007).
The effects of expertise can be rapid, as revealed by a couple of TMS studies
which found that newly learnt action-related sounds (pure tones produced by button
presses) activated the motor system in a goal-dependent manner, but this activation
was muscle-independent and not somatotopically organized (Ticini et al. 2012,
2019). In addition to the rapid onset of the effects of expertise, the effects are
persistent, as revealed by a TMS study of motor-evoked potentials following short
audiomotor training sessions (Ticini et al. 2017). Several brain imaging studies
comparing musicians and non-musicians found increased functional integration
among perceptual and motor networks even during the resting state (Luo et al.
2012; Palomar-García et al. 2017).
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There are also seems to be a more general effect of familiarity. An fMRI study with
non-musicians found the supplementary motor cortex to be especially activated by
familiar sounds, and also found the motor cortex to be more active for liked compared
to disliked music (Silva Pereira et al. 2011). Such appraisal may also interact with
expertise. A motor-evoked potential study found stronger engagement of the motor
system during passive listening to high-groove music, particularly in musicians
(Stupacher et al. 2013).
The effects of expertise are not limited to music and rhythms. An fMRI study
revealed that when expert athletes are compared to novices they have greater activation
of motor planning areas when passively listening to action-related sounds, especially if
they were familiar sport-related sounds (Woods et al. 2014). Interestingly, novice
athletes, on the other hand, showed greater activation for unfamiliar sounds, whether
from sports or other actions on the environment. These results are somewhat unexpected from the perspective of motor resonance theory, given that greater activation of
the motor system is expected for the perception of others’ actions that are familiar and
hence can more directly activate the perceiver’s corresponding motor repertoire.
Sensorimotor theory has more diverse conceptual resources to deal with these kinds
of results. On the one hand, in accordance with the principle of corporality, it expects
that skilled perceivers have greater motor system activation, which reflects their
broader and more fine-grained know-how of how the sounds of their expert activity
tend to change with respect to bodily movement. Moreover, given that this motor
system activation reflects the perceiver’s own sensorimotor skill, rather than the neural
activity underlying the perceived action of the other, it also expected that this skill
generalizes to contexts not directly related with the expert activity to the extent that the
contexts have overlapping sensorimotor contingencies. On the other hand, it can also
account for increases in motor system activation in response to the perception of
unfamiliar sounds, which reflects their increased alerting capacity, leading to a poised
bodily state, especially for corresponding head- and gaze orientation. We also expect
that novices are particularly susceptible to being alerted by unfamiliar sounds as they
are actively trying to learn to distinguish relevant from irrelevant stimuli.
4.4 The scope of motor system activation
Motor system activation during perception of speech, music, and more generally
action-related sounds is well established, and there is some evidence that the scope
of activation is restricted to categories of sounds that are within the perceiver’s motor
repertoire. For example, an ERP-study found that during semantically primed auditory
perception premotor areas are modulated by action-related sounds (like clapping
hands), but not by non-action-related sounds (like boiling water) (Pizzamiglio et al.
2005). An fMRI study of passive listening to different sound categories found that nonvocal human action-related sounds led to preferential activation of motor-related
networks, while animal sounds, which represented a category of non-vocal non-human
action-related sounds that cannot be fully reproduced by humans, evoked a lesser
degree of audio-motor associations (Engel et al. 2009); mechanical sounds, which were
judged to be independent of a human instigating the action, and environmental sounds
such as rain, wind, and fire preferentially activated cortical networks different from
regions related to the motor system and mirror neuron system.
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But there is also conflicting evidence for a broader scope of motor system activation.
An fMRI study of long runs of broadband noise found that “nonauditory” areas,
including areas well known for their role in motor planning and goal-directed behavior,
showed significant modulations of activity at the rate of the sound stimulation cycles
(Langers and Melcher 2011). They therefore conclude that the “results suggest that
nonauditory centers play a role in sound processing at a very basic level, even when the
sound is not intertwined with behaviors requiring the well-known functionality of these
regions” (ibid.: 233). While they highlight that their findings do not conclusively
demonstrate a functional role, they also consider that “it might be more reasonably
argued that all observed sound-evoked responses have functional significance, in which
case the nonauditory areas recruited by sound may influence how the sound itself is
processed and/or consciously perceived” (ibid.: 242). A functional interpretation is
further supported by the finding that under adverse listening conditions, such as would
be induced by noise, increased activity in the speech motor system may compensate for
the loss of specificity in the auditory system via sensorimotor integration (Du et al.
2014). Sensorimotor theory predicts that the involvement of these motor areas partially
reflects the listener’s skill of knowing how the sound sensations would change as a
result of potential bodily movements.
This finding of motor system activation in response to listening to noise significantly
goes beyond the explanatory scope of motor resonance theory. Moreover, even classical
mirror neuron studies of auditory perception were already suggestive of a broader scope
of motor system activation, although this evidence has received less attention in the
literature. For example, a study involving intracranial recordings from three awake
monkeys assessed the effect of non-action-related sounds, namely arousing and emotional sounds such as loud noises and other animal calls, on 32 neurons from the ventral
premotor cortex (area F5), and found a response, albeit somewhat reduced in magnitude: five of those neurons were weakly active, while the rest did not respond
significantly (Kohler et al. 2002). Still, a reduced response is not an absence of
response, a point to which we will return later.
In the case of humans, it is useful to consider in detail an EEG study of nonmusicians’ passive listening to action-related sounds of the non-natural environment,
which found stronger evidence for motor system activation for sounds that typically cue
a further responsive action on the part of the listener, even though all sounds were
familiar, and all actions were supposedly within the participants’ motor repertoire (De
Lucia et al. 2009). This finding sits uncomfortably with strict definitions of the mirror
mechanism, and accordingly the authors interpret their finding as consistent with the
“broadly congruent” class of mirror neurons. They also consider that the stronger motor
system activation could reflect listeners’ ability to better understand the intentions of
others based on a recognition of the situation in which the action-cuing sounds were
produced, but this interpretation does not seem plausible given that several of the
action-cuing sounds do not involve clear action goals.
More specifically, the study involved 10 sounds of what the authors deemed
“context-free” actions, namely exemplars of notes being played on the following
musical instruments: accordion, flute, guitar, harmonica, harp, organ, piano, saxophone, trumpet, and violin (i.e. both string and brass instruments involving mouth
and hand actions). The authors emphasize that these stimuli were neither rhythmic
nor melodic in character and were not perceived as music, but rather in terms of the
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instrument generating the sound. These sounds were contrasted with 10 sounds of
“context-related” actions included exemplars of the following objects: bicycle bell,
car horn, cash register, cuckoo clock, doorbell, closing door, glass shattering, police
siren, church bell, and telephone (i.e. sounds that typically trigger a responsive
action upon being heard).
We note that both a cuckoo clock and a church bell are typically triggered by an
automatic mechanism, while other examples are only indirectly caused by another
person’s action (i.e. the ongoing sound of a police siren or telephone ringing were
originally triggered by a person’s action, but their continued sounding does not depend
on further actions), and two also have a non-intentional natural causes (e.g. winds often
cause a door to close, and can also cause a glass to fall and shatter). In other words, at
least half of the context-related sounds have no clear causal relation to another’s
concurrent movements and consequently neither to their action goals. Our interpretation of these acoustic stimuli is consistent with other studies that have used similar
sounds in a category of sounds that cannot be generated by human actions (Galati et al.
2008). According to motor resonance theory we should therefore expect absent or at
least significantly decreased motor system involvement for this category of environmental sounds, compared to a category of sounds generated by actions on instruments,
and yet we find exactly the opposite. We therefore interpret this study as demonstrating
motor system activation also for the perception of sounds that were not caused by
actions, as expected by sensorimotor theory but not by the competing theories.

5 Discussion
All theories of auditory perception agree that neural activity is required for a human or
animal to be able to experience the sounds of their environment. However, while more
established theories have already developed detailed models of this neural activity, the
ramifications of sensorimotor theory for neuroscience are still largely to be explored.
Here we make a tentative proposal about the neural basis of the exercise of audio-motor
know-how, and compare it to the predictions of the other theories, which leads to a
unique prediction regarding the function and scope of motor system activation. But this
is not the full story, as sensorimotor theory claims that perceiving is something done by
the whole organism, and therefore cannot be reduced to brain activity. We therefore
briefly consider different lines of research into auditory physiology, which are converging on a theory of audition as an inherently active process involving forms of
movement even at the level of the peripheral auditory system.
5.1 Dual stream model, motor resonance theory, or sensorimotor theory?
Not all passive listening studies report motor system activation, and this inconsistency
in the literature fits with the dual stream model’s claim that this activation is only
secondary rather than essential for auditory perception. However, at this point it is still
not clear whether this inconsistency is best interpreted as absence of evidence or
evidence of absence. As others have highlighted, motor system involvement in speech
perception has not frequently been sought until recently (Galantucci et al. 2006), and it
is still commonly overlooked in the context of auditory perception more generally
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(Lima et al. 2016). Moreover, not all studies of passive listening are designed to detect
motor system involvement. For example, an fRMI study of a trance state of consciousness induced by rhythmic drumming did not report any evidence of motor system
activation, but this lack of evidence becomes understandable when we consider that the
authors were only interested in comparing trance versus non-trance conditions that both
involved auditory perception (Hove et al. 2016). More importantly, accumulating
evidence is suggestive of essential motor system involvement in auditory perception,
especially for speech, music, rhythm, and other action-related sounds, and this involvement is often somatotopically organized. This evidence favors motor resonance theory
over the dual stream model.
The relationship between motor resonance theory and sensorimotor theory is more
complex. It could be argued that both theories target different aspects of auditory
experience, with sensorimotor theory focusing on the specifically auditory quality of
the perceptual experience, while motor resonance theory focuses on the understanding
of action goals. Accordingly, both theories could simply coexist. However, sensorimotor theory’s rejection of appeals to neural representations, and motor resonance theory’s
appeal to motor representations, suggest that this coexistence would not be coherent.
Accordingly, it seems that sensorimotor theory would be better off trying to account for
the existing evidence on its own terms, even though this is not a straightforward task.
Nevertheless, it should also be noted that, from the perspective of sensorimotor theory,
there are several issues with the typical designs of mirror neuron studies that imply that
the existing evidence should not always be taken at face value:
(1)

(2)

The preferred choice of non-action-related sounds as a control condition
could hide broader motor system involvement. This choice of a control
condition that involves auditory perception makes sense from the perspective
of motor resonance theory, given that it expects motor system activation for
action-related sounds only. From the perspective of sensorimotor theory,
however, the only fully appropriate control condition would be a complete
absence of auditory events. Under sensorimotor theory’s proposal of a general involvement of motor processes in auditory perception as such, this
creates a special methodological difficulty for using fMRI to look for motor
system activation during passive listening, because it is difficult to ensure that
participants do not inadvertently experience sounds produced by the scanner’s operation during control conditions.
Increased motor system activation for action-related sounds does not entail the
absence of motor system involvement for non-action-related sounds. Typically,
results are interpreted in favor of motor resonance theory if there is significantly
more activation of the motor system for action-related compared to non-actionrelated sounds. However, this means that evidential support for the restricted
scope of motor resonance theory over the broad scope of sensorimotor theory is
mainly a matter of degree. This ambiguous situation is consistent with the
previous point, namely that non-action-related sounds are questionable choices
for control conditions if they are supposed to represent conditions with absence
of motor system activation. Differences in degree of activation may therefore be
better accounted for in terms of differences in expertise or familiarity, or in terms
of differences in alerting capacity and corporality.
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(3)

(4)

The focus of analysis has been mostly restricted to motor areas somatotopically
related to the actions that produced the perceived sounds. This restriction could
hide a broader involvement of the motor system. Moreover, this restriction only
makes sense in the context of studies of action-related sounds, which makes it
difficult to assess the relative importance of these somatotopic areas compared to
other motors areas in other contexts. In particular, from the perspective of
sensorimotor theory, we do not expect motor system activation to always be
constrained by somatotopic congruency: perceiving is about exercising knowhow of audio-motor contingencies that depend on the self’s potential movements
rather than on the other’s actual actions.
The criterion of congruency is not applied consistently. It has long been known
that some neurons of the motor system in monkeys activate even though they do
not correlate with any of the animal’s movements, while others are only “logically related” to the perceived action because of their involvement in other kinds
of actions (di Pellegrino et al. 1992). Gallese et al. (1996: 600–601) even partition
“mirror neurons into three broad classes: ‘strictly congruent’, ‘broadly congruent’
and ‘non-congruent’” with the perceived action. However, rather than accepting
neurons with only logically related or even non-congruent activity as mirror
neurons, this evidence points to broader motor system involvement.

Accordingly, there are important methodological and theoretical biases in the mirror
neuron literature that stack the odds against sensorimotor theory. At the same time, given
that the current empirical record does not consistently favor motor resonance theory
even despite these biases, sensorimotor theory may nevertheless still emerge as a robust
alternative theory of auditory perception. We highlight three points of contention:
a). The role of somatotopic organization: Some, but not all, studies find motor system
activation to be somatotopically organized. For standard sensorimotor theory, this
somatotopic organization is not expected, but it can explain its occurrence as
resulting from the perceiver’s history of audio-motor associations (Cook et al.
2014), especially if the actions are in the perceiver’s motor repertoire. These
activations may also play a functional role in poising the perceiver to respond to
what is perceived. Indeed, there are efforts to extend sensorimotor theory into the
social domain in terms of self-other contingencies: others’ actions are perceived as
affordances for interaction, which shape how the other’s actions are experienced
(McGann and De Jaegher 2009). This response can include more abstract actions,
because affordances are not limited to sensorimotor contingencies, but include the
perceiver’s whole range of action capabilities (Rietveld et al. 2018). However, this
would still leave it unexplained why this poised response tends to preferentially
activate parts of the nervous system specifically related to the effector of the
perceived action. One possibility would be to consider in more detail the
affordances of imitative or matching responses, e.g. speech tends to be responded
to with more speech, and it is likely that when one perceives another person eating
that one will have the affordance of eating, too. Another possibility that could be
further developed in future work is to appeal to recent work in the enactive
approach, which proposes that perception and imagination are deeply unified
(Bruineberg et al. 2019; Kirchhoff 2018). Even basic sensory imaginings are best
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understood as re-creative reenactments enabling appropriate interactions (Hutto
2015). The aim would therefore be to develop a theory of the neural underpinnings
of empathy and shared affectivity in terms of the perceiver’s responsiveness to
social affordances (Kiverstein 2015). One compelling possibility is that neural
activity is coordinated across perceiver and perceived because they tend to become
integrated into an overarching sensorimotor interaction process (Froese 2018) that
is organized and ordered by interpersonal synergies (Chemero 2016).
b). The scope of motor system activation: Some, but not all, studies find a lack of
motor system activation for non-action-related sounds. The study by De Lucia
et al. (2009) is of particular interest as a clear exception because at least half of
their action-cuing sounds have no clear causal relation to others’ movements, and
yet these stimuli are associated with increased motor system activation compared
to sounds of instrumental actions. Sensorimotor theory provides a more coherent
account of these results. First, it can easily account for the fact that both categories
evoked some motor system activation, because all auditory events are characterized by corporality. In other words, their phenomenological quality as specifically
auditory events depends on the auditory modality’s characteristic sensorimotor
contingencies. Second, and more importantly, it can straightforwardly account for
the stronger motor system activation of the action-cuing sounds in terms of the
alerting capacity or grabbiness of the action-cuing auditory events. Many of the
sounds of this category are specifically designed to be particularly good at alerting
listeners and grabbing their attention: horns, bells, sirens, alarms, etc.
c). The role of perceptual modality: Some, but not all, studies find modalityindependent motor system activation. For instance, early work with monkeys
highlighted that 11 out of 22 audiovisual mirror neurons did not behave differently
when comparing unimodal (vision or audition) and multimodal (audiovisual)
stimuli, which was taken to be in support of the mirror neuron mechanism; but
already in that study a second category of 8 neurons was characterized by the fact
that the strongest response was observed when the sound and vision of the action
were presented together (Keysers et al. 2003). Moreover, a TMS study of passive
listening to action-related-sounds, which was inspired by this second class of
neurons, found a selective response increase in primary motor cortex excitability
for audiovisual stimuli compared to unimodal stimuli, albeit only for crossmodally coherent multimodal stimuli (Alaerts et al. 2009). The authors interpret
their results as favoring a modality-dependent activation of the motor system,
which is challenging for motor resonance theory’s expectation that activation
should be modality independent. This kind of finding is also challenging for
theories based on sensory prediction, such as the dual stream model, because
the redundancy provided by multiple modalities should ease processing and hence
lower motor system activity (Gordon et al. 2018b). We propose that a sensorimotor theory can account for the diversity of findings: modality-independent activation suggests that these neurons are involved in sensorimotor contingencies that
are structurally similar across modalities, whereas modality-dependent increases
in activation suggests that the neurons are involved in sensorimotor contingencies
that are specific to each of the perceptual modalities involved and hence must be
realized in parallel. In addition, a violation of expectation of cross-modal congruence is expected to heighten the alerting capacity of the stimuli.
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Accordingly, many classical empirical findings of motor resonance theory can be
incorporated into sensorimotor theory, albeit stripped of their other’s-action-goalstargeted motor representational interpretation. Future work could expand the list of
topics we discussed above. For example, sensorimotor theory is starting to have the
conceptual resources to even challenge motor resonance theory in its core domain
of social cognition. Evidence that empathy correlates with motor system activation
(e.g. Gazzola et al. 2006) could be re-interpreted in terms of extensions of sensorimotor theory into the social domain: we expect that there will be motor system
involvement in the perceiver’s exercise of mastery of “self-other contingencies”
(McGann and De Jaegher 2009) and of “sensorimotor empathy” (Chemero 2016).
This would enable us to give a nonrepresentational account of the evidence of the
mirror mechanism for action understanding in terms of the neurodynamical basis of
the embodied skills of social coordination (Di Paolo and De Jaegher 2012) and
direct social perception (Gallagher 2007).
5.2 Neural basis of the exercise of audio-motor know-how?
According to sensorimotor theory, perceivers tend to be poised to confirm their
acquired familiarity with how sensations would change with respect to potential
movements, a state of readiness sometimes referred to as the “attunement” to
those sensorimotor laws (Foglia and O’Regan 2016: 192). It follows that compatibility with this key tenet of sensorimotor theory requires that the neural
processes enabling the perceiver’s attunement must be characterized by a relatively high degree to which these processes are influenced by potential interactions with the environment (Degenaar and O'Regan 2015). This requirement
suggests an alternative interpretation of the discovery that a large number of
cortical areas involved in action execution are also active during action observation: rather than construing this basic principle of brain functioning as a “mirror
mechanism” (Rizzolatti and Sinigaglia 2016), it can instead be interpreted as an
important part of the sensorimotor processes that constitute perceptual access to
the environment, including to the social domain in terms of self-other contingencies and perceptual access to others’ action goals. Our review of the literature on
passive listening tasks permits us to refine this general proposal of the role of
motor system involvement.
We suggest that a perceiver’s exercise of the mastery of audio-motor contingencies
is partially enabled by complex patterns of neural activity that tend to be realized in the
supplementary motor areas (SMAs), which consist of two distinct fields: one anterior,
the pre-supplementary motor area (pre-SMA), and one posterior, the supplementary
motor area proper (SMA).4 Although these regions are more typically investigated in
relation to their motor functions, they are also known for other functions, and in
particular they are consistently reported in studies of auditory perception and
auditory imagery even when the tasks do not involve overt movement. This
4

Note that we are not committed to claiming that these particular areas per se are necessary for the exercise of
sensorimotor mastery. What is required are specific kinds of neural activity patterns that emerge in response to
sensory stimuli (Luczak et al. 2009), and presumably these complex patterns tend to be more easily realized
with the help of these areas because they acquired a particularly suitable neural connectivity.
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involvement is commonly overlooked, but Lima et al. (2016) review converging
evidence that lead them to claim that the SMAs play a role in (1) facilitating spontaneous motor responses to sound, and in (2) supporting a flexible engagement of
sensorimotor processes to guide auditory experience and to enable auditory imagery.
We propose that these two hypothesized roles make a particularly fitting match with
sensorimotor theory’s characterization of neural activity associated with the exercise of
sensorimotor skill in terms of two special properties (O’Regan et al. 2005), namely its
(1) “alerting capacity” (also known as “grabbiness”), and (2) its “corporality” (or
“bodiliness”), respectively.
A systematic study of the effects of direct electrical stimulation of the SMAs
(Fried et al. 1991) are consistent with this interpretation. Stimulation tended to
coactivate larger and more distributed groups of muscles than in the primary motor
area, which is suggestive of a more holistic role, as would be expected for the basis
of a bodily skill. In addition, the responses to stimulation were also frequently
situated more at the abstract level of movement intentions rather than of concrete
movement execution. People often reported an “urge” to move a part of their body
or an anticipation that such a movement was about to occur, but without necessarily
following through with the overt movement. In addition, some people reported
subjective experiences of bodily movement even though no overt movement was
observed by the experimenters. Taken together, this range of effects elicited by
direct stimulation of the SMAs fit with sensorimotor theory’s claim that perceiving
is a bodily skill involving the exercise of sensorimotor mastery which, importantly,
after having been acquired normally only involves potential intentional movements
rather than actual intentional movements, and yet can still partially constitute
subjective experience.
Here intentional movement is to be contrasted with accidental or goalless
movement; it does not imply explicit motor planning or rehearsal. In fact, the SMAs
are activated during passive listening even in the absence of explicit anticipation
(Chen et al. 2008). On the other hand, clinical research has shown that implicit
anticipatory postural control, including neck flexion and neck posture, is particularly associated with the SMAs and premotor areas (Fujiwara et al. 2009; Naumann
et al. 2000). The SMA’s association with the neck muscles is particularly relevant,
because potential neck movements are arguably the most important kinds of
movements both for the alerting capacity and corporality of auditory perception.
In addition, the alerting capacity is also likely to recruit gaze shifts, which have
been associated with an area located right next to the SMAs, namely Brodmann
Area 8 (Lanzilotto et al. 2013).
Note that this proposal differs crucially from the functional role that the dual stream
model and motor resonance theory assign to the activation of the SMAs during
motionless listening. They both interpret its activation in terms of the perceiver’s motor
representation of an action that produced the perceived sound. They differ in how they
envision the function of that motor representation, i.e. as either in the service of
predicting which sounds will follow (dual stream model) or of directly matching the
action goal (motor resonance theory). In contrast, sensorimotor theory rejects this
representational interpretation and instead proposes that what is at stake in this motor
activation is not a motor representation of a sound-producing action, but rather the
perceiver’s own activity, namely the perceiver’s skillful sensorimotor engagement with
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the acoustic environment.5 One immediate implication of this interpretation is that for
sensorimotor theory the scope of functional activation of the SMAs is not limited to
perceiving speech- and action-related sounds, but is involved in auditory experience as
such. We therefore suggest that research into the neural basis of passive listening should
broaden their current focus on speech, music, and rhythms to include a wider range of
acoustic stimuli, especially sounds that are typically not under gestural control (e.g.
environmental sounds like hearing a plane fly overhead).
5.3 Auditory perception as a bodily activity?
Like other theories of perception, sensorimotor theory accepts that neural activity forms
an important basis of perceptual experience, but in contrast to most other theories it
does not limit itself to neural activity: it extends its focus outward to the dynamic
relation between brain, body, and world (Hurley and Noë 2003; Di Paolo et al. 2017). It
claims that perception is a bodily doing or bodily activity, a term which refers to the
specific embodiment of the perceiver and their capacity for both covert and overt
movements (Myin 2016). It thereby acknowledges that the sensorimotor contingencies
characteristic of each modality are shaped by the morphology and physiology of the
organs that are involved, and hence that a complete account of auditory experience
must also take into account the structural effects of auditory physiology (Hofman et al.
1998), as well as the complex activity of the peripheral auditory system (Manley et al.
2008). In fact, even the function of the rest of the body could be considered, for
example the possible role of facial muscle tension in auditory attention (Cohen et al.
1992), and more generally the complex and plastic feedback circuitry between the
motor cortex and the spinal cord (Graziano 2006). A complete assessment of all of this
additional evidence goes beyond this review, which was focused on the role of the
central nervous system. Nevertheless, we mention some tantalizing possibilities for
future research in this direction.
&

5

Ear motility: Movement of the outer ears plays an important role in audition for many
animals, but human outer ears have become largely immobile. Nevertheless, even
human audition involves plenty of motility in other parts of the ears. For example, the
hair bundle is a mechanosensitive organelle that protrudes from the hair cell and
enables it to respond to auditory frequencies. But this organelle can also convert
energy of biochemical origin into mechanical work and thus act as a small engine,
and this motility has implications for the detection of minute oscillatory stimuli
(Martin 2008). In addition, there are several motor mechanisms that modify the
auditory transduction process in the peripheral hearing system (Gruters et al. 2018).
For example, skeletal muscles attached to the ossicles contract in response to loud
sounds to attenuate vibrations, but they are also involved in enhancing sound
discrimination (Borg and Counter 1989). Contractions in response to novel acoustic
stimuli and contractions associated with other motor activity, such as chewing or

To be fair, it is possible to model this sensorimotor engagement in counterfactual terms, namely in terms of
internal models that predict the sensory consequences of potential movements (Seth 2014). However, this kind
of approach sits uneasily with sensorimotor theory’s avoidance of appealing to internal representations
(Flament-Fultot 2016; Froese 2014; Silverman 2018).
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vocalization, provide a means to separate auditory stimuli from their background and
a mechanism facilitating stable attention to a continuous sound (Simmons 1964).
Otoacoustic emissions: Sounds are generated in the ear canal as a result of normal
physiological activity in the cochlea, and these are therefore used in diagnosing
healthy middle ear functioning. There is a mechanism that converts electrical
signals into mechanical oscillation of the cochlea’s outer hair cells (electromotility).
These sounds have been related to reduced damping and improved sensitivity. One
possibility is active amplification used by the auditory system to detect sounds that
carry less energy than the background (Camalet et al. 2000). They could also be
essential for maintaining stable performance in the auditory system in terms of selfregulation of the amount of positive auditory feedback (Kemp 2008). Activation of
the efferent auditory system, which is argued to be responsible for otoacoustic
emissions (Guinan 2010), has also been correlated with improved soundlocalization performance under noise conditions (Andéol et al. 2011). The eardrum
also spontaneously oscillates in a way that produces sounds with an amplitude and
phase dependent on the direction and horizontal amplitude of eye saccades, possibly creating eye-movement-related binaural cues for auditory-visual integration
(Gruters et al. 2018).
Auditory-vestibular integration: The vestibular system is involved in perceiving
head and body orientation in space (Gdowski and McCrea 1999), in sound localization (Wallach 1940), and is differentially responsive during active versus passive
head movements (Cullen and Roy 2004). The auditory and vestibular systems are
anatomically joined, providing the basis for functional auditory-vestibular integration. For instance, sound pressure invariably activates both auditory and vestibular
systems, thereby facilitating multisensory integration for the spatial localization of
sound (Oh et al. 2018). This integration can be used for vestibular spatial recalibration by training participants to rely on their perception of a distal sound source as
a cue for their spatial orientation (Schumann and O’Regan 2017). In addition,
vestibular activity may play a key role in the effect of head movement on how
rhythms are experienced (Phillips-Silver and Trainor 2008).

In general, the active processes of the ears and their biological basis in different forms of
motility and sound generation have become an important area of auditory research
(Manley et al. 2008; Maoiléidigh and Ricci 2019). This area is a natural complement
for sensorimotor theory’s claim that perceiving is a skillful activity of the whole organism, which implies that, like in the case of other bodily doings, the act of perceiving is not
only based on brain activity, but also on bodily activity. Indeed, there is some initial
evidence that even such bodily activity in the peripheral auditory system can be subject to
skill, like musicianship (Bidelman et al. 2016; Bidelman et al. 2017). Future work could
investigate in more detail the roles that these active processes of the peripheral auditory
system play in the perceiver’s exercise of their mastery of audio-motor contingencies.

6 Conclusion
In the end, from the perspective of sensorimotor theory, there is little passivity about
“passive listening” tasks. First of all, as Myin (2016) has argued at length, perceiving is
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something that is actively done by an organism, often via overt bodily movement,
although this activity is not limited to such movement: “Holding still is something we
do, but obviously without moving – if we move, we stop or fail to hold still” (p. 88).
Indeed, participants have a hard time complying with the instruction to remain motionless. Second, sensorimotor theory leads to the hypothesis that the development of
the auditory modality involves mastering the relevant audio-motor contingencies via
active bodily engagement with the environment during ontogenetic development, and
this history of sensorimotor engagement is constitutive of the feel of normal auditory
experience, as reflected by consistent motor system activation even during passive
listening tasks. Third, even the experience of simply being acoustically stimulated
while being motionless is enabled by complex bodily activity: “a specific and active
doing in which the body reacts to a specific kind of stimulation” (p. 90), as revealed by
the fact that even inner ear activity behaves in a contextualized and sensitive manner.
We conclude that defending the core claim of sensorimotor theory, namely that
perceiving is a kind of bodily doing, ultimately requires that future work on auditory
experience takes more seriously the constitutive role played by physiological activity
itself, of which neural activity is an important part. Indeed, sensorimotor theory
provides a compelling account of why there is consistent motor system involvement
during listening even without overt movement. We have proposed that the pre-SMA’s
key auditory roles, namely in (1) facilitating spontaneous motor responses to sound and
in (2) supporting a flexible engagement of sensorimotor processes to guide auditory
experience and enable auditory imagery, make a particularly fitting match with sensorimotor theory’s key concepts, namely its (1) “alerting capacity” (or “grabbiness”), and
(2) its “corporality” (or “bodiliness”). But there is more to the body than just the brain:
we have highlighted that there is an opportunity to develop sensorimotor theory into
new directions in terms of the still relatively poorly understood active processes of the
peripheral auditory system. In general, it is clear that sensorimotor theory holds promise
for the development of a theory of auditory experience that can better integrate the full
range of available evidence.
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